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“Climbing up to bang on the hopper was risky...
The flow of flour from the bin to the rotary valve was pretty erratic and would 
clog up regularly.  The clogs were definitely affecting our production levels.  
In order to keep the flour moving, one of my guys would climb up on the 
catwalk two stories above the shop floor, lean out, and bang on the bin with a 
hammer.  Not only did the hammering waste time and take an employee off of 
the production line, it was a really dangerous situation.  We needed a better 
way to clear those clogs and we needed it fast!  I called my equipment dealer 
late on a Friday afternoon, VIBCO was able to ship same-day, and we had our 
vibrators installed by noon on Monday!”

VIBCO’S SOLUTION
Two VIBCO VS-250 Silent Pneumatic 
Turbine Vibrators were installed - one 
on each side of the hopper at alternate 
heights for proper vibration.  The flour 
now flows consistently from the bin to 
the rotary valve and employees no lover 
have to climb up to the catwalk to bang 
on the sides of the bin.  This proved 
to be a simple, low-cost solution to a 
costly, labor-intensive and dangerous 
problem.  

VIBCO’S BENEFITS
After installing the two VIBCO VS-250 
Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrators 
the customer received the following 
benefits:

Increased production levels with 
better flow rate and consistency

No more labor hours wasted banging 
out bin clogs

Much safer work environment
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Model VS-250 
Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator

ALTERNATE MODELS
Model MLT-250 Silent Turbine - sanitary aluminum housing
SCR-100 Adjustable Speed and Force, totally enclosed
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We’re the^Vibrator Guys.™SILENT

Production Manager,
Kevin S., Virginia

7,200 VPM at 80 PSI
500 lbs of force at 80 PSI
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10.5 CFM at 80 PSI
70 dB from A-Scale at 1 meter
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BIN

WARNING!  Banging on your bin is hazardous to the bottom line.  
   Let VIBCO show you a better way.
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CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL DETAILS
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